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In studying the wildness of an (n - 1)-sphere topologically embedded in the 
n-sphere, S”, frequently people have found it useful to tackle the pathology one 
side at a time. In practice this amounts to supposing the wildness is confined to 
one complementary domain, or, in other words, to supposing the closure of the 
other complementary domain is an n-cell. This is known to be an appropriate 
simplification procedure in almost all dimensions, with the solitary exception of 
n = 4. The purpose of this note is to explain why it is equally valid in the 4- 
dimensional case as well. Here is the Main Result: 
Theorem. For each crumpled n-cube C in S” and each F > 0 there exists a reembedding 
h of C in S” moving points less than F such that the closure of S” - h(C) is an n-cell. 
For n = 3 this was established by Hosay [lo] and Lininger [I 11, independently, and 
for n > 4 it was established by the author [7]. 
A crumpled n-cube C is a space homeomorphic to the union of an (n - I)-sphere 
in S” and one of its complementary domains; the subset of C consisting of those 
points at which C is an n-manifold (without boundary) is called the interior of C, 
written Int C, and the subset C - Int C, which corresponds to the given (n-l)- 
sphere, is called the boundary of C, written Bd C. A crumpled n-cube C is a 
closed-n-cell-complement if there exists an embedding h of C in S” such that 
S” - h(Int C) (or, equivalently, the closure of S” - h(C)) is an n-cell. Translated 
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into this terminology, the Main Result attests that each crumpled n-cube is a closed 
n-cell-complement. 
Instrumental to what is accomplished here is the 4-dimensional Resolution 
Theorem of Quinn [13], which Ancel [l] used to show why arbitrary topological 
embeddings of 3-manifolds in 4-manifolds can be approximated by locally flat 
embeddings. The analogous Locally Flat Approximation Theorem for embeddings 
of (n - 1)-manifolds in n-manifolds (n > 4), developed by Ancel and Cannon [2], 
formed the backbone to the proof of the Main Result in the higher-dimensional case. 
This proof of the 4-dimensional result repeats much of what was given in [7], 
and the fundamental idea is quite similar. Out of a desire for efficiency, it seems 
best to refer to [7] for motivation, for explanation of context, and for arguments 
that can be recycled without change, but to concentrate here on the extra ingredients, 
the additional details, and the modifications that must be appended in order to 
complete the proof of the Main Result in the 4-dimensional case. 
1. Definitions and notation 
Let Bk denote the canonical k-cell and Sk-’ its boundary. Also, let X c Y c Z, 
a metric space. We say that X is locally k-connected at a pointy of Cl( Y) (written 
as: X is k-LC at y) if for each & > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that every map of Sk 
into X n N,(y) can be extended to a map of B k+’ into Y n N,(y): we also say that 
X is uniformfy k-connected in Y (written as: X is k-ULC in Y) if a 6>0 can be 
found independent of the points y E Cl Y. Generally we abbreviate the phrases “ Y 
is k-LC (k-ULC) in Y” to “Y is k-LC (k-ULC)“. Alternately, we say that X is 
locally k-co-connected (written as: X is k-LCC), where the overriding space Z is 
understood, provided Z - X is k- LC at each point of Cl(Z - X). 
The theory of demension, or embedding dimension, developed by Stan’ko [14] 
for compacta, and exposited by Edwards [9], who also extended it to a-compacta, 
furnishes useful terminology for efficiently identifying those compacta tamely 
embedded in manifolds. Suppose Z is a nonempty compacturn embedded in a PL 
n-manifold M and k 2 0 is an integer. Then Z is said to have embedding dimension 
at most k, abbreviated as dem Zs k or, for emphasis, as dem,Zs k, if for each 
E > 0 Z is contained in an open &-mapping cylinder neighborhood of some k- 
dimensional polyhedron (tamely) embedded in M, and Z is said to have embedding 
dimension k, abbreviated as dem Z = k (or dem,,,,Z = k) if dem Zs k but not 
dem Z< k- 1. The embedding dimension of a (nonempty) a-compact subset K in 
M is understood to be 
max{dem Z: Z is a compact subset of K}. 
Let S denote a (n - 1)-sphere in S” bounding crumpled n-cubes C, and Cz. We 
say that S satisfies the Homotopy Mismatch Property, henceforth abbreviated as 
HMP, if every pair of maps J; : B2+ C,, (j = 1,2) can be approximated, arbitrarily 
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closely, by maps F, : B2+ C, for which 
F,(BZ)nFz(B’)=@ 
The HMP is a property possessed by certain (n-1)-spheres arising during the 
course of constructions in [7], but it is unclear whether or not comparable 3-spheres 
embedded in 4-manifolds necessarily satisfy the HMP. The strategy lurking behind 
the proof of the Main Result in the 4-dimensional case is to reproduce those 
constructions while incorporating additional methodology to guarantee that, upon 
passage to related 3-spheres with nicer embedding properties, the HMP will be 
included among them. More discussion of the setting where one expects to detect 
the HMP, and where for n > 4 one can successfully detect it, will follow in the next 
section about Types of crumpled cubes. 
2. Types of crumpled cubes 
As a crude measure of the wildness present in the boundary sphere, historically 
it has been beneficial to distinguish certain Types of crumpled n-cubes C. Distinc- 
tions are made based upon a notion of a hornotopy taming set for C, meaning a 
subset K of Bd C for which K u Int C is l-ULC. Various Types are differentiated 
by specifying properties of K; as the complexity of K increases, so also does the 
complexity of the wildness present in C. 
Type 1: there exists a O-dimensional set K such that K is the countable union 
of Cantor sets tamely embedded in Bd C. 
Type 2: There exists a O-dimensional set K. 
Type 3: There exists a l-dimensional set K. 
In one sense the difficulty here centers on a problem about Type 1: if S is a 
S-sphere in S“ bounding two crumpled 4-cubes of Type 1, does it satisfy the HMP? 
The analogous question for in - 1)-spheres in S” (n > 4) has an affirmative answer 
[S, Theorem 9.11, but this particular question remains unanswered. The work to be 
done is designed to skirt the issue; the argument from [7] is restructured to build 
in controls ensuring that certain 3-spheres exploited in the course of the argument, 
which happen to bound two crumpled 4-cubes of Type 1, also are forced to satisfy 
the HMP. 
Bing [4] proved that every crumpled 3-cube is of Type 1 (in case n = 3, Types 1 
and 2 are indistinguishable). For n > 3 there do exist Type 2 crumpled n-cubes that 
are not Type 1 [S]. Daverman [6] showed each crumpled n-cube, n>4, to be of 
Type 3; Ancel and McMillan [3] did the same for n =4. Whether there exist type 
3 crumpled cubes that are not of Type 2 is a long-standing unsolved problem. 
Section 2 of [7] presents a relatively extensive analysis of the relationship between 
Types and the embedding dimension of the homotopy taming set K in the two 
natural containing manifolds, in Bd C and S”. 
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3. Proof of the main result 
The basic disk-approximation technique required for the HMP is set forth in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Suppose S is a 3-sphere in S4, U and U’ are the components of S4 - S, 
f: B2 + Cl U and f’ : B2 + Cl U’ are maps, and F > 0. Then there exist maps F: B’+ 
Cl U and F’: B2 + Cl U’ satisfying: 
(1) p(F,f)<e, 
(2) p(F’,f’) < e, 
(3) dem,(Sn[F(B2)uF’(B2)])~1, and 
(4) dem,( F( B2) n F’( B2)) s 0. 
Proof. First we make certain preliminary modifications. Choose a triangulation T 
of B2 with mesh so small that each simplex of T is sent, under both f and f’, to a 
set of small diameter. Adjust f and f’ to be PL embeddings of the l-skeleton T”’ 
of T in U and U’, respectively. Find PL maps g : B2 + S4 and g’: B2 + S4 close to 
f and f such that 
glT(‘)=flT(‘), g’lT(‘)=flT(‘) and g(B2)ng’(B2)nS=@ 
Let Z = B2 - gp’( U) and Z’ = B2 - g’-‘( U’), and let X and X’ denote their respective 
frontiers (in B2). If the mesh of T is sufficiently small, then for each 2-simplex u 
of T, g 1 X n u extends to a map of Z n cr into S fairly close to g I Z n cr. Doing this 
for all 2-simplexes of T gives a map G : B2 + Cl U close to f for which G ( B2 - Z = 
g 1 B2 - Z and G(Z) c S, and similarly gives a map G’: B2+ Cl U’ close to f’ for 
which G’] B2 - Z’ = g’l B2 - Z’ and G’(Z’) c S. 
The crucial step is to alter G and G’ so their intersection is a tame O-dimensional 
subset of S. According to [3], there exists a 1-demensional F,-set K in S such that 
any map m of B2 to Cl U or to Cl U’ can be approximated by one whose intersection 
with S lies in K. By [12], both S n g(X) and S n g’(X), being the finite union of 
planar compacta (of the form S n (g(X) n a), where v is a 2-simplex on which g 
is an embedding), are also l-dimensional subsets of S. Hence, G and G’ can be 
modified slightly on Z -X and Z’- X’, respectively, so as to send those parts of 
the domain into S in tame fashion and to cause their images to intersect K and 
g(X) u g’( X’) in O-dimensional sets. Define Y = int Z - G-‘(g’(X’)) and Y’ = 
int Z’- G’-‘(g(X)). Then obtain a map F: B2+ Cl U close to G satisfying: 
FIB’-Y=GIB2-Y and F(Y)nScK-g’(X). 
It follows that 
F( B2) n G’( B2) n S c [(K u g(X)) n G’(int Z’)] u [ G(int Z) n g’(X)], 
which is a tame O-dimensional subset of S. In addition, because 
F( B2) n S c K u g(X), 
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F(B2) n S is a 1-demensional subset of S. The only remaining problem stems from 
the 2-dimensionality of G’(B’) n S, but now G’ can be approximated by F’, with 
F’-‘( F( B2) = G’-‘( F( B2), 
F’l G’-‘( F( B2) = G’I G’-‘( F( B2) and F’( B2 - G’-‘( F( B2)) n S c K. 
This ensures F’(B2) meets S in a 1-demensional subset of S and, since 
F( B2) n F’( B2) = F( B2) n G’( B’), 
said intersection is a 0-demensional subset of S, as required. 0 
Lemma 2. Let S be a 3-sphere in S4, and let U and U’ denote the components of 
S4- S. Then there exist subsets K and K’ of S such that: 
(1) Uu K and U’u K’ are l-ULC; 
(2) dems(K u K’)s 1, and 
(3) dems( K n K’) d 0. 
Proof. Since the spaces of maps of B2 to Cl U and to Cl U’ are separable, we can 
enumerate a countable collection A of pairs (Jf;) of maps from B2 to Cl U, Cl U’, 
respectively, dense in the space Ce of all such pairs. 
For any curvilinear triangulation L of S and any pair (Lf} of A, we can isotopically 
adjust L (in S) slightly so that 
L(‘) n [f( B2) uf’( B2)] = 0 and Lc2) n [f( B2) nf( B’)] = 0. 
Standard iteration techniques give rise to an adjustment of L in which the above 
two properties hold for all pairs (f;f’) of A. Hence, there exist triangulations L, of 
S whose meshes decrease to 0 and for which the above properties hold. As a 
consequence, any pair of maps (f;f’) of % can be approximated by a pair (g, g’) in 
A such that 
L(l) n [g( B2) u g’( B2)] = (3 J and L!2’n[g(B2)ng’(B2)]=0, I 
demonstrating that S n [g( B2) u g’( B’)] is a 1-demensional subset of S and g( B*) n 
g’( B2) is a 0-demensional subset of S. Set K = U (S n g( B2)) and K’ = 
IJ (S n g’( B2), where unions are taken over A. 0 
A (q - 1) -dimensional Sierpin’ski curve is a compact space X that can be embedded 
in 9, say by an embedding h, such that the components of S4 -h(X) form a null 
sequence U, , U,, . . . satisfying 
- S4 - Uj is a q-cell for each j, 
_ Cl Ui n Cl Uj = 0 whenever i #j, and 
- the union of the U, is dense in Sq. 
Cannon has shown [5] that any two (q-1)-dimensional Sierpinski curves are 
homeomorphic provided q #4, and now, because the 4-dimensional results 
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analogous to what he used have all been established, his argument demonstrates 
the validity of this statement for q = 4 as well. An embedding h of a (q - 
1)-dimensional Sierpir’iski curve X in Sq is said to be standard if the closure of 
each component of S4 - h(X) is a q-cell. 
Lemma 3. Let S be a 3-sphere in S4 and let E > 0. There exists a 2-dimensional 
Sierpin’ski curve X standardly embedded in S such that each component of S - X has 
diameter less than F, and there exists a continuousfunction 6 : S-+ [0, l] with X = F’(O) 
such that for any embedding e : S + S4 satisfying 
(i) p(z,e(z))~6(z) foreach z~Sand 
(ii) e(S) is 1ocallyjZat modulo e(X) = X, 
the sphere e(S) bounds two crumpled cubes of Type 1 and e(S) satisfies the HMl? 
Proof. First find subsets K and K’ of S satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 2. 
Then find Cantor sets C, (j = 1,2, . . .) tamely embedded in S such that dim( (K u 
K’) -I._! C,) = 0 and any compactum in (K u K’) -I._! C, is tame (adjust a sequence 
of finely-meshed triangulations T of S, using the fact that dem( F u F’) G 1, so their 
2-skeleta intersect Ku K’ in O-dimensional sets, and obtain the C,‘s covering this 
intersection). 
Since any 2-dimensional Sierpinski curve in S can be isotopically (relative to S) 
pushed off (K n K’) u (U C,), there exists a 2-dimensional Sierpinski curve X 
standardly embedded in S, with S missing [(K A K’) u (U C,)], such that each 
component of S-X has diameter less than E. Lemma 4.2 of [7] promises a map 
S : S+ [0, I] with X = K’(O) such that for any embedding e: S+ S4 satisfying 
(i) ~(z,e(z))~6(z) for each ZES and 
(ii) e(S) is locally flat modulo e(X) = X, 
each component U* of S”-e(S) is l-ULC in U*u(K nX) or in U*u(K’nX), 
depending on whether U* includes most of U or most of U’. 
Now consider an arbitrary embedding e : S + S4 satisfying (i) and (ii) above. By 
construction K n X and K’n X are disjoint, so e(S) satisfies the HMP. Moreover, 
K n X and K’ n X contain a-compacta R and R’, respectively, such that each 
component U* of S4- e(S) is l-ULC in either U” u R or U* u R’. Being contained 
in (K u K’) -U C,, both R and R’ are tame O-dimensional subsets of S (and of 
e(S)), and the construction also ensures both crumpled cubes bounded by e(S) are 
ofType1. q 
Lemma 3 plays the same role in the Theorem here as Lemma 4.3 of [7] does for 
the corresponding higher-dimensional theorem. The rest of the argument in that 
direction given in Sections 5 and 6 of [7] goes through with only minor additional 
changes. 
Listed below are some applications of the main result. 
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Corollary 1. Each crumpled 4cube is a closed 4cell-complement. 
Corollary 2. The 4cell B4 is a universal crumpled 4-cube; that is, for each crumpled 
4-cube C and each homeomorphism s : Bd C + aB4, C u c B4 is topologically S4. 
Corollary 3. Let C be a crumpled 4-cube. Then there exists an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition G of B4 such that each nondegenerate element g of G is a flat arc 
intersecting S3 = aB4 in an endpoint of g and B4/ G is topologically equivalent to C. 
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